CFDR Update: July 29, 2011

Add Health Working Group – Today at Noon
Tara Warner
“Contextualizing Multiple Dimensions of Structural Inequality: A Neighborhood-Centered Approach to Place”
Friday, July 29, Noon-1:00 pm
CFDR/NCFMR conference room - 7C Williams Hall

Good Luck to I-Fen Lin and Susan Brown!
Drs. I-Fen Lin and Susan Brown submitted a grant application to NIH. The title of their project is “Antecedents and Consequences of Middle and Later Life Divorce.”

Research Affiliates: How to Comply with NIH Public Access Policy
Step 1. Affiliates must be registered in NIH’s eRA Commons in order for us to link publications to the Center grant. If you are not registered in NIH’s eRA Commons, please contact the Office of Sponsored Programs and Research (419-372-2481) and they will set this up for you. You will create a user name, select a password, and will then have access to Commons. Please send your username to the CFDR office as soon as you are registered. To learn more about the public access policy and for detailed instructions on how to comply, please refer to the CFDR web site: http://www.bgsu.edu/organizations/cfdr/page98264.html.

Call for Proposed Supplemental Modules for the 2012 National Health and Aging Trends Study (NHATS)
NHATS is a new national study of functioning in later life supported by the National Institute on Aging (NIA). The NHATS design incorporates the opportunity for researchers to propose brief supplemental data collection modules for inclusion in each annual wave of the survey. Submissions of ideas for supplemental modules to be included in the 2012 wave of the NHATS are due September 15, 2011. For details see: http://www.nhats.org/scripts/moduleCall.htm.

Robert Wood Johnson Foundation Health & Society Scholars program – Call for Applications due September 30
The Health & Society Scholars program is designed to build the nation's capacity for research, leadership and policy change to address the multiple determinants of population health. To be eligible, scholars will have completed doctoral training by the time of entry into the program (Aug. or Sept. 2012) in one of a variety of fields including the behavioral and social sciences, the biological and natural sciences, health professions, public policy, public health, history, demography. http://www.healthandsocietyscholars.org/.